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Level up. Expand my village. Conquer my neighbors.And collect a few wives along the way.Life

as a Peasant Farmer was boring to say the least. Was I really wrong to distract myself with the

Mayor’s daughter? She certainly didn’t mind.Of course, the Mayor did, and now I’ve been

exiled to some dark, distant forest on the other side of the continent.What do you do when your

entire village, and even your own family betrays you?Start plotting your revenge, of

course.After saving a beautiful woman’s life, and nearly getting beaten to death for it, I became

the proud owner of a castle Core, the central power of every village. The core’s spirit levels up

like any human, gives their owner access to more powerful Classes, and provide buffs to the

townsfolk.The best part? Every woman I marry gains a similar boost in power.One day, my

wives and I will return to my former home as conquerors.As long as the local King doesn’t kill

us first.***Castle Core is a fantasy LitRPG twist on the typical dungeon Core story, featuring

unconventional relationships.***

From the Back CoverWilliam Tell Sackett had followed a different path from his younger

brothers, but his name, like theirs, was spoken with respect and just a little fear. Where Orrin

had brought law and order from New Mexico to the plains of Montana, backed up by the

gunfighting talents of his brother Tye, Tell Sackett's destiny drew him to Texas after he had to

kill a man. There, in the high, lonesome country, he came upon a vein of pure gold. All he'd

wanted was enough to buy a ranch, but he soon learned that gold had ways of its own with

men. --This text refers to the library edition.From Library JournalTell Sackett is a drifter longing

to settle down, but after shooting one of the infamous Bigelow brothers, he figures it's time to

mosey on down the trail once more. As he wanders into the Sangre de Cristos, he goes

through a keyhole pass that leads him into a cave that has not been entered in many years. In

this lonely spot, with winter rapidly approaching, Tell Sackett discovers gold...and something

else he does not expect. Unfortunately, the Bigelow brothers are not far behind him, so in the

tradition of L'Amour, a humdinger of a showdown ensues. How Tell meets his destiny makes for

a rousing tale, and David Strathairn's narration is perfect. He sounds so gravelly and Western

that this reviewer is reminded of a line from Blazing Saddles that hails a speech at a town

meeting as "authentic Western gibberish"! Sackett is like that, filled with "a man's gotta do what

a man's gotta do" philosophy so intrinsic to Western adventure novels. L'Amour was a visual

writer, and the bygone world of the Western frontier is painted so exquisitely that even listeners

who normally turn up their noses at the genre will enjoy this one. Highly recommended.

Barbara Perkins, Irving P.L., TXCopyright 2002 Cahners Business Information, Inc.--This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherSon of a feared fighting man,

Barnabas Sackett inherited his father's fiery temper, sense of justice and warrior skills.

Declared an outlaw in his native England, Barnabas set his daring sights on the opportunities

of the New World. The ruthless piracy of the open seas and the unknown dangers of the

savage American wilderness lay before him. And so did the thrill of discovery and the chance

to establish a bold new future if he survived. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.About the AuthorLouis L'Amour is the only American-born novelist in history to receive

both the Presidential Medal of Freedom and the Congressional Gold Medal. He published

ninety novels, thirty short-story collections, two works of nonfiction, a memoir, Education of a

Wandering Man, and a volume of poetry, Smoke from This Altar. There are more than 300



million copies of his books in print.From the Paperback edition. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.ReviewOur foremost storyteller of the authentic West, Louis L'Amour has

thrilled a nation by chronicling the adventures of the brave men and women who settled the

American frontier. There are more than 260 million copies of his books in print around the

world.From the Paperback edition. -- Review --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Inside FlapSackett had followed a different path from his younger brothers, but

his name, like theirs, was spoken with respect and just a little fear. Where Orrin had brought

law and order from New Mexico to the plains of Montana, backed up by the gunfighting talents

of his brother Tye, Tell Sackett's destiny drew him to Texas after he had to kill a man. There, in

the high, lonesome country, he came upon a vein of pure gold. All he'd wanted was enough to

buy a ranch, but he soon learned that gold had ways of its own with men. --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.Chapter OneIT WASN'T AS if he hadn't been warned. He got it straight, with no

beating around the mesquite."Mister," I said, "if you ain't any slicker with that pistol than you

were with that bottom deal, you'd better not have at it."Trouble was, he wouldn't be content with

one mistake, he had to make two; so he had at it, and they buried him out west of town where

men were buried who die by the gun.And me, William Tell Sackett, who came to Uvalde a

stranger and alone, I found myself a talked-about man.We Sacketts had begun carrying rifles

as soon as we stood tall enough to keep both ends off the ground. When I was shy of nine I

fetched my first cougar . . . caught him getting at our pigs. At thirteen I nicked the scalp of a

Higgins who was drawing a bead on Pa . . . we had us a fighting feud going with the

Higginses.Pa used to say a gun was a responsibility, not a toy, and if he ever caught any of us

playing fancy with a gun he'd have our hide off with a bullwhip. None of us ever lost any hide.A

gun was to be used for hunting, or when a man had a difficulty, but only a tenderfoot fired a

gun unless there was need. At hunting time Pa doled out the ca'tridges and of an evening he

would check our game, and for every ca'tridge he'd given us we had to show game or a mighty

good reason for missing. Pa wasn't one to waste a bullet. He had trapped the western lands

with Kit Carson and Old Bill Williams, and knew the value of ammunition.General Grant never

counted ca'tridges on me, but he was a man who noticed. One time he stopped close by when

I was keeping three Rebel guns out of action, picking off gunners like a 'possum picking

hazelnuts, and he stood by, a-watching."Sackett," he said finally, "how does it happen that a

boy from Tennessee is fighting for the Union?""Well, sir," I said, "my country is a thing to love,

and I set store by being an American. My great-grandpa was one of Dearborn's riflemen at the

second battle of Saratoga, and Grandpa sailed the seas with Decatur and

Bainbridge."Grandpa was one of the boatmen who went in under the guns of the Barbary

pirates to burn the Philadelphia. My folks built blood into the foundations of this country and I

don't aim to see them torn down for no reason whatsoever."Another Rebel was fixing to load

that cannon, so I drew a bead on him, and the man who followed him in the chow line could

move up one place."Come fighting time, General," I said, "there'll always be a Sackett ready to

bear arms for his country, although we are peaceful folks, unless riled."And that was still true,

but when they buried that gambling man out west of Uvalde it marked me as a bad man.In

those days what they called a "bad man" was one who was a bad man to have trouble with,

and a lot of mighty good men were known as bad men. The name was one I hadn't hankered

for, but Wes Bigelow left me no choice.Fact of the matter was, if it hadn't been me it would have

been somebody else, because Bigelow's bottom deal was nothing like so good as I'd seen on

the riverboats.Nevertheless, I had got a reputation in Uvalde, and this seemed a good time to

become a wandering man. Only I was fed up with drifting ever since the war, and wanted a



place to light.Outside of town I fell in with a cow outfit. North from Texas we rode, driving a herd

to Montana grass, with never a thought of anything but grief while riding the Bozeman

Trail.North of the Crazy Woman three men rode into camp hunting beef to buy. The boss was

not selling but they stayed on, and when my name was mentioned one of them looked at

me."Are you the Sackett who killed Bigelow?""He wasn't much good with a bottom deal.""Nor

with a gun, I guess.""He was advised.""Unless you're fit to handle his two brothers, you'd best

not ride into Montana. They come up by steamboat and they're waiting for you.""I wasn't

planning on staying around," I said, "but if they find me before I leave, they're

welcome.""Somebody was wondering if you were kin to Tyrel Sackett, the Mora

gunfighter.""Tyrel Sackett is my brother, but this is the first I've heard of him gunfighting. Only, if

he was put to it, he could.""He cleaned up Mora. He's talked about in the same breath with

Hickok and Hardin.""He's a hand with any kind of shooting iron. Back to home he used to

outshoot me sometimes.""Sometimes?""Sometimes I outshot Tyrel . . . but I was older than him,

and had done more shooting."We drove our cattle to Gallatin Valley and scattered them on

Montana grass, and Nelson Storey, whose cattle they were, rode out to camp with the mail.

There was a letter for me, the first one I ever got.All through wartime I watched folks getting

letters and writing them, and it was a hard thing, a-yearning to have mail and receiving none.

Got so when mail call came around that I used to walk away and talk with the cook. He had lost

his family to a war party of Kiowas, out Texas way.This letter that Storey brought me from town

looked mighty fine, and I turned it in my hands several times, sizing it up and wishing it could

speak out. Printing I could read, but writing was all which-ways and I could make nothing of

it.Mr. Storey, he stopped by, and noticed. "Maybe I can help you," he suggested.Shame was

upon me. Here I was a grown man and couldn't read enough to get the sense out of a letter. My

eyes could make sense of a Cheyenne or Comanche war trail, but reading was something I

couldn't handle.Mr. Storey, he read that letter to me. Orrin and Tyrel each had them a ranch,

and Ma was living at Mora in New Mexico. Tyrel was married to the daughter of a Don, one of

those rich Spanish men, and Orrin was in politics and walking a wide path.All I had was a wore-

out saddle, four pistols, a Winchester carbine, and the clothes I stood up in. Yes, and I had me

a knife, an Arkansas toothpick, good for hand-fighting or butchering meat."Your brothers seem

to have done well," Mr. Storey said. "I would learn to read, if I were you, Tell. You're a good

man, and you could go far."So I went horse-hunting and wound up making a dicker with an

Indian. He had two appaloosa horses and he dearly wanted a .36-calibre pistol I had, so we

settled down to outwait each other. Every boy in Tennessee grows up horse-trading or

watching horse trades, and no Red Indian was going to outswap me.He was a long, tall Indian

with a long, sad face and he had eyes like an old wore-out houn' dog, and I could only talk

swap with him when I didn't look him in the eye. Something about that Indian made me want to

give him everything I had. However, he had a thirst on and I had me a jug of fighting

whiskey.So I stalled and fixed grub and talked horse and talked hunting and avoided the

subject. Upshot of it was, I swapped the .36 pistol, twenty ca'tridges, an old blanket, and that

jug of whiskey for those two horses.Only when I took another look at the packhorse I wasn't

sure who had the better of the swap.That letter from home stirred me to moving that way.

There's folks who don't hold with womenfolks smoking, but I was honing to see Ma, to smell

her old pipe a-going, and to hear the creak of that old rocker that always spelled home to me.

When we boys were growing up that creak was the sound of comfort to us. It meant home, and

it meant Ma, and it meant understanding . . . and time to time it meant a belt with a

strap.Somehow, Ma always contrived to put a bait of grub on the table, despite drouth that

often lay upon the hills, or the poor soil of our side-hill farm. And if we came home bear-



scratched or with a bullet under our skins, it was Ma who touched up the scratches or probed

for the bullet.So I lit a shuck for New Mexico, and the folks.That's an expression common down

Texas way, for when a man left his camp to walk to a neighbor's, he would dip a corn shuck into

the flames to light his path, and he would do the same when he started back. Folks came to

speak of anybody who was leaving for somewhere as "lighting a shuck."Well, most of my life I'd

been lighting a shuck. First, it was hungering for strange country, so I took off down the

Natchez Trace for New Orleans. An_other time I rode a flatboat down river to the same

place.Had me a time aboard those flatboats. Flatboat men had the name of being tough to

handle. Lean and gangling like I was, they taken me for a greener, but away back of yonder in

the hills boys take to fighting the way they take to coon dogs or making 'shine, so I clobbered

them good.I'm named for William Tell, whom Pa held in admiration for his arrow-shooting and

his standing on principle. Speaking of standing, I stand six feet and three inches in my sock

feet, when I have socks, and weigh one hundred and eighty pounds, most of it crowded into

chest and shoulders, muscled arms, and big hands. Back to home I stood butt of all the funning

because of my big hands and feet.No Sackett was ever much on the brag. We want folks to

leave us alone and we leave them alone, but when fighting time comes, we stand ready.Back in

the mountains, and in the army, too, I threw every man I tackled at wrestling. Pa raised us on

Cornish-style wrestling and a good bit of fist work he'd learned from an Englishman

prizefighter."Boys," Pa used to say, "avoid conflict and trouble, for enough of it fetches to a man

without his asking, but if you are attacked, smite them hip and thigh."Pa was a great man for

Bible speaking, but I never could see a mite of sense in striking them hip and thigh. When I had

to smite them I did it on the chin or in the belly.It is a far piece from Montana to New Mexico

astride of a horse, but I put together a skimpy outfit and headed west for Virginia City and Alder

Gulch. A day or two I worked there, and then pulled out for Jackson's Hole and the Teton

Mountains.It came over me I wanted to hear Orrin singing the old songs, the songs our people

brought from Wales, or the songs we had from others like us traveling from Ireland, Scotland

and England. Many happy thoughts of my boyhood time were memories of singing around the

fire at home. Orrin was always the leader in that, a handsome, singing man, the best liked of us

all. We held no envy, being proud to call him brother.When I started for New Mexico the last

thing I was hunting was gold or trouble, and usually they come as a pair. Gold is a hard-found

thing, and when a man finds it he's bound to fetch trouble a-keeping it.Seems like a man finds

gold only when he ain't hunting it. He picks up a rock to throw at something and that rock turns

out to be mostly gold, or he trips over a ledge and finds himself sitting astride the Mother

Lode.This whole shooting match of a thing started because I was a curious man. There I was,

dusting my tail down a south-going trail with no troubles. A time or two I cut Indian sign, but I

fought shy of them.Back in my army days I heard folks tell of what a bad time the Indians were

getting, and some of them, like the Cherokee, who settled down to farming and business, did

get a raw deal; but most Indians would ride a hundred miles any time to find a good fight, or a

chance to steal horses or take a scalp.When the war ended I joined up to fight the Sioux and

Cheyenne in Dakota after the Little Crow massacre in Minnesota. The Sioux had moved off to

the west so we chased them, and a couple of times we caught them . . . or they caught us.

Down Texas way I'd had trouble with the Kiowa, Comanche, Arapahoe, and even the Apache,

so I had respect for Indians.It was a slow-riding time. Of a morning the air was brisk and chill

with a hint of frost in the higher altitudes, but the days were warm and lazy, and by night the

stars were brighter than a body would believe.There's no grander thing than to ride wild

country with time on your hands, so I walked my horses down the backbone of the Rockies,

through the Tetons and south to South Pass and on to Brown's Hole. Following long grass



slopes among the aspen groves, camping in flowered meadows beside chuckling streams,

killing only when I needed grub, and listening then to the long echo of my rifle shot—believe

me, I was having me a time.Nothing warned me of trouble to come.Thinking of Orrin's mellow

Welsh voice a-singing, I came fresh to hear my own voice, so I took a swallow from my canteen

and tipping my head back, I gave out with song.It was "Brennan on the Moor," about an Irish

highwayman, a song I dearly loved to hear Orrin sing.I didn't get far. A man who plans to sing

while he's riding had better reach an understanding with his horse. He should have him a good

voice, or a horse with no ear for music.When my voice lifted in song I felt that cayuse bunch his

muscles, so I broke off short.That appaloosa and me had investigated the capabilities of each

other the first couple of times I got up in the saddle, and I proved to him that I could ride. That

horse knew a thing or two about bucking and pitching, and I had no notion of proving myself

again on a rocky mountainside. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From

AudioFileThe first of 16 novels chronicling an American family over several generations. British

actor John Curless narrates this first volume, as told by Barnabas Sackett, a seventeenth-

century farmer in the North Country fens who becomes branded an outlaw and seeks freedom

and justice in a new land. Curless brings raw emotion and excitement into a story full of

swordplay, intrigue, romance, and high-seas adventure. This unabridged recording is

exceptionally good due to Curless's masterful reading and L'Amour's swashbuckling tale of

friendship, loyalty and the quest for a better life. S.E.S. (c) AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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All rights reserved. None of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in

any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic or mechanical

methods, without the prior written consent of the publisher, except in the case of brief quotation

embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.

Resemblance to actual persons and things living or dead, locales, or events is completely

coincidental.Even if you don’t want to leave a review, feel free to contact me at

MiloStormBooks@gmail.com with feedback on your favorite characters, scenes, anything!You

can also to hear about cover reveals, and future release dates!This book is dedicated to my

favorite beta reader, and Noble wife that would put any harem to shame! I’m not much of a

Ruler, but hopefully I can still be her Champion. She’s not a big video game player, so I

appreciate all her questions, confusions, and frustrations in dealing with me!
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31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter 34Chapter 35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter

39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter 42Chapter 43Chapter 44Chapter 45Chapter 46Chapter

47Chapter 48Chapter 49Chapter 50Chapter 51Chapter 52Chapter 53Chapter 54Chapter

55Chapter 56Chapter 57Chapter 58Chapter 59Chapter 60Chapter 61Chapter

62EpilogueThank you for reading!Appendix

About the BookLevel up. Expand my village. Conquer my neighbors.And collect a few wives

along the way.Life as a Peasant Farmer was boring to say the least. Was I really wrong to

distract myself with the Mayor’s daughter? She certainly didn’t mind.Of course, the Mayor did,

and now I’ve been exiled to some dark, distant forest on the other side of the continent.What

do you do when your entire village, and even your own family betrays you?Start plotting your

revenge, of course.After saving a beautiful woman’s life, and nearly getting beaten to death for

it, I became the proud owner of a castle Core, the central power of every village. The core’s

spirit levels up like any human, gives their owner access to more powerful Classes, and

provides buffs to the townsfolk.The best part? Every woman I marry gains a similar boost in

power.One day, my wives and I will return to my former home as conquerors.As long as the

local King doesn’t kill us first.***Castle Core is a fantasy LitRPG twist on the typical dungeon

Core story, featuring harem, slice-of-life, and town-building elements.***Note: This story is a

LitRPG with relatively few stat screens. I will show the main character’s stats, as well as those

of his town, only when there are important changes such as leveling up, or when stats are

specifically referenced in the story. I’ve added an appendix to the back of the book to explain

parts of the game system in case there is any confusion. I try to avoid interrupting the story as

much as I can. Let me know how I did in your reviews!That being said, here is Wyle’s character

sheet at the beginning of his story:Name: WyleRace: PeasantClass (level): Farmer (9)Health:

295Mana: -Stamina: 460Strength: 23Constitution: 18Dexterity: 5Wisdom: 5Intelligence: 18Luck:

5Charisma: 10

1“Oh shit! My father’s home!”Five words no man ever wanted to wake up to. For a split-second,



I let myself hope it was a dream. That the Mayor hadn’t actually returned from his trip so

soon.But the sheer panic in Sarah’s voice was all too real.In record time, I hopped out of bed

and threw on my clothes. The basic tunic and trousers I always wore looked dismal on any

occasion, but in the bedroom of a Lady?Let’s just say, no Mayor in the history of Mayors has

ever been happy to find a Farmer in bed with his daughter.That was why I tried to take things

slowly. Get on Mayor Widick’s good side by working hard for a while, treating his daughter well,

and so on. By the time I hit the Peasants’ soft level cap, twenty, Widick might not mind adding a

lowly Peasant Farmer to his Noble family through marriage.That, however, would take years.

And I was growing terribly bored. Who could blame me for wanting to get a little closer to

Sarah, just a few years ahead of schedule?Well, the Mayor could.While Sarah frantically made

her bed and collected errant pieces of clothing lying on the floor, I slipped into my boots and

pulled a pipe out of my jacket pocket and glanced down at it. My old friend was already packed

tight, so I lit it up and took a small puff while Sarah gaped at me.“Is this really the best time to

be smoking?” She still looked disheveled from sleep. Her long brown hair was wound into a

loose braid, her makeup smudged, and the white nightgown she wore hung off one

shoulder.My eyes drifted down to Sarah’s drooping neckline. Just another inch and her creamy

skin would give way to tight pink nipples that were already poking through the fabric.I

shrugged. “The best time? Of course not. It is a time, though, and that’s good enough for me.” It

was a shame there was no class related to it. I’d probably be maxed out by now.Sarah smirked

for the first time since waking up. Luckily, her father wasn’t actually aware that someone was in

his daughter’s room. He shouted up a greeting, but otherwise went about his own

business.“How can you possibly be so calm? This really isn’t the kind of situation to mess with,

Wyle.” But, while her words were scolding, her expression was amused.With the pipe clenched

between my teeth, I threw on my jacket and strolled over to a window, pushing it open and

glancing outside. “You know me, love. I can’t stand being bored. What’s life without a little

risk?”She shrugged. “That’s what life is for most people. A little risk, but a lot of stability. Boring

maybe, but it’s all about how you see it.”“That’s easy for you to say.” I took the pipe out of my

mouth and pointed it directly at Sarah’s beautiful chest. “You’re a Noble. Your level is uncapped;

you get an Archetype class by default. It’s easy to be satisfied with your lot in life when you

have all that freedom! The rest of us have to work for it.”Sarah planted her hands on her hips.

“And I don’t? Sure, I was born a Noble, but that’s not my fault! Besides, if I want to level up as a

Mage, I have to work for it too! Archetype classes might sound cool and fancy, but I put my life

at risk whenever I train! That’s a whole lot more than I can say about planting a few

crops.”“Alright, alright. No need to get all preachy on me. You suffer too, I get it. But still, after

sowing crops for years, I’d put my life at risk any day.” I popped my pipe back in my mouth and

idly glanced out the window.It looked out over the manor’s backyard, and then a forest beyond.

Perfect for a discreet getaway. There were some bushes nearby, but nothing substantial

enough to land on. It was starting to look like I needed to do this the hard way.Heavy footsteps

started up the stairs nearby and Sarah suddenly remembered the dangerous situation we were

in. “You mean like right now?” She shoved by me and looked out the window. “Are you sure you

can make it?”“I may not be a Noble, but Peasants are tough, too! Especially the Farmers.” I

pulled on Sarah’s nightgown and wrapped one arm around her.She let out a playful squeal that

died as her lips met my own. After a few moments of bliss, she pushed herself away and

started fixing her hair. Then she jumped into bed and threw herself under the blankets.I

climbed halfway out of the window and glanced back to give Sarah one last look. She pulled

the neckline of her dress down a bit and winked at me.Then I jumped.The ground raced toward

me, and I hit it with a poorly executed roll. The Mayor’s manor was one of the only buildings in



town with a second floor, so I had very little practice with a fall from that height.My shoulder

took the brunt of the damage, but I was fine. Mostly. I barely lost 10% of my health. My left arm

would need to rest for a day or two, but it would heal. If that were all I had to worry about, I

would have been fine.But, of course, it wasn’t.One of Mayor Widick’s Appointed Soldiers was

waiting for me by the backdoor. I flew over his head and not-so-smoothly landed about a dozen

feet away. As I rubbed the pained shoulder, and looked back at the window, glad Sarah didn’t

watch me botch my landing, my eyes instead landed on Jeremy. His title popped into my mind’s

eye.Appointed Soldier Jeremy Level 31.Fucking Jeremy. If Ass-kisser were a class, his level

would be maxed out.He wore a cheap set of armor and leaned against the brick wall with his

arms crossed over his chest. The smarmy grin on his face was infuriating.I briefly considered

running, as my stamina was at a full 460/460, but I knew that any Soldier would have more

than that. Farmers didn’t exactly specialize in cardio. So, I tried to play off the pain in my

shoulder as I bounced to my feet and brushed a bit of dirt of my collar.As my eyes casually

scanned the ground for the pipe I dropped in my fall, I spoke to the Soldier as if I’d been

expecting him.“Jeremy! Nice to see you again. Now, if you don’t mind. I was just… dropping by,

so I’ll be on my way. Ah!”As my fingers reached out for the small pipe made of polished wood,

a booted foot crashed down upon it. Hard. I heard a crack and gritted my teeth, trying to

restrain my anger as I rose to my feet.“Leaving so soon? But you just got here!” Jeremy said in

a false, friendly tone. He put an arm around my shoulders as I rose to my feet. “I’d hate for my

good friend Wyle to stop in to see the Mayor, only to greet his daughter instead. Why don’t you

come on inside?”As much as I tried to decline, he insisted. As a member of the Mayor’s

Appointed, he was like an overpowered Peasant. Instead of being capped at level 20, at which

point future levels cost ten times their usual amount, the Appointed were capped at forty.In

other words, Jeremy could have snapped me in half as easily as that pipe he crushed.As if I

needed another reason to hate the system I lived under, it always seemed like the people in

power had an army of Jeremys ready to suck their dicks in exchange for the smallest bit of

power.I could already hear Mayor Widick’s voice bellowing over his daughter’s excuses coming

from the window I just leapt from.Instead of leading me inside to be harangued by the Mayor

before he decided on my punishment, Jeremy took me to the village green.The streets were

covered in cobblestones and all lead toward a large open field, with a swirling fountain in the

center that looked like a whirlpool. As we waited for the Mayor, a crowd slowly gathered around

us, including my parents and little brother.As many times as I asked, no one would tell me what

was happening. I knew I was in trouble, but it had never gone so far as to require a public

meeting of any kind. Besides, I only just got caught, how did they even have time to alert and

gather almost the entire town?The worst thing was that my parents didn’t even look angry. Just

disappointed. Like they’d expected this day to come eventually.My brother, Cris, was only a few

years younger, and despite being fifteen years old, he had already caught up to my level. His

grin looked a lot like Jeremy’s. With me gone, he would be the sole heir of my father’s farm,

and soul Core.Some families cherished a loved one’s soul Core, but I knew that little jackass

would use it, absorbing some of my father’s experience as if he’d earned it himself.After waiting

for about twenty minutes, Mayor Widick finally arrived. He was fitted in very lordly robes, and

used a long, purple staff as a walking stick. For someone who started as a mage, he was big

and burly. His long, brown beard bounced as he walked and his cold, dark eyes felt like a

physical weight as they pressed down against me.Ruling Astral Wizard Widick Level 45, Mayor

of Southcroft.He was the most powerful person I had ever met. His class specialized in spatial

magic, and was not the most versatile for combat, but he was more than enough of a threat to

handle even a few hundred Peasants single-handed.Yet at the moment, he was only



concerned with one.“Wyle,” he started in his deep, wise voice, “Your family has lived peacefully

under the rule of my ancestors for generations. They have served me, and this village, quite

well, and I would like to think that I have done the same for them.“It is for this reason alone that

I am not including the rest of your family in this punishment. You, alone, have brought this upon

yourself. You have caused enough trouble to last this village a lifetime and I can only hope that

by ridding us of your presence, we may continue to progress with the castle Core that is central

to our village’s strength.”“Hold on, you’re really kicking me out? Where am I supposed to go!

The nearest village is a few days’ travel, and you know how the people in Westcroft feel about

me!”The Mayor’s face darkened. “Yes. Yes, I know very well how they feel about you, and I

understand it completely. It is for that reason that we won’t simply turn you out, as we have with

past exiles. As you would not likely be accepted in our neighboring villages, I will need to send

you a bit… further.”“Are you sure this isn’t some lame excuse to put as much distance between

us as possible?”The Mayor gritted his teeth so hard his jaw seemed to shake. “Wyle, if you

knew the fury I was holding back, you wish for that distance to be as great as possible.” The

darkness that passed over his expression was evidence that he was telling the truth. A man

like that could open a portal in my abdomen and split me in half as easily as I dug a hole.But

he could also go fuck himself. I crossed my arms. “So that’s it, then?” I looked around the

Mayor, toward my family. “And none of you are going to do a single thing to stop him? Not

going to try to join me?” When my parents’ only response was to awkwardly shift their feet, I let

out a loud scoff and threw up my hands. Then I pointed a firm finger at my little brother’s happy

face. “I don’t know what you did, you little turd, but this isn’t the end. I’ll get you for this.”He just

shrugged in way that said, ‘I’d love for you to try.’But he had no idea how hard I was willing to

work to get back at people who betrayed me. None of them did.I threw up two middle fingers

and spun in a circle. “Well, you lot can go fuck yourselves! This village always smelled like shit

anyway!”The Mayor was rubbing his temples, closing his eyes, and taking deep breaths. His

hands begun to move in practiced patterns and soon colors started trailing behind each finger.

He seemed to make a painting in the air that he then shoved outwards.As the swirling rainbow

of light reached a few feet away from him, there was bright burst. When it faded, in its place

was a portal big enough for two men to walk through. It was like an open doorway that led from

the middle of the village to… some kind of forest.The Mayor’s voice started getting louder as

he needed to speak over the insults I was hurling at the gathered crowd. “As soon as you step

through, I advise you to head north. Perhaps an hour’s walk in that direction, is a small village

called Gloomvale. It is-“Soldier Jeremy, who had been proudly standing just behind his lord,

reached for the Mayor’s arm. “Sir, weren’t you just telling us about King Gr-?”“And you!” I cut off

his question before I could make any sense of it. “You, Jeremy,” I tried to make his name sound

like the most cutting insult of all, “are the weakest, most pathetic suck-up I have ever met! It’s a

shame Widick made his way across town on his own, because I know how much you love

letting him walk all over you.”Jeremy’s eyes darkened and the Mayor peered over at him,

raising an eyebrow.“Never mind,” the Soldier said, grimacing.“Right then. Good luck, Wyle. You

will certainly be needing it.”“Oh, I’m not ready to leave yet. I’ve saved the best for last, Mayor

Widick.”He rolled his eyes and raised his left hand, before swept it toward me. As I spoke, the

portal he had summoned suddenly moved in my direction.“My biggest disappointment is that

you didn’t catch me last week. With your-” the portal engulfed me, and I suddenly found myself

in the middle of a vast dark forest, as I yelled out the word, “wife!” To the ears of no one, except

an unknown number of forest critters.As I spun around, finding the portal gone as soon as I

passed through it, I let out a huff.And took off, heading north.



2Perhaps, in whatever part of the world I found myself in, the cardinal directions were not quite

the same as my own.Or maybe I was just lost.But I could have sworn that I had been heading

north for about two hours before I turned back. After another hour, I turned east, and after

another, west.At least, those were the directions I thought I was going in. Despite getting

caught in the morning and being flung through space and time a half hour later, the sun had

already peaked and begun setting on the second half of the day. I knew enough for that to

mean I was sent east, though how far was anyone’s guess.As I was starting to worry about the

creatures that inhabited that forest at night, I heard something. And not the usual rustling of an

animal, nor the song of a bird, but a person. As I approached, it became clear it was a

woman.And she was screaming.“No! No, please don’t!” were her words, over and over, with

only slight variations. All I heard in response was laughter.As I had no idea how many men

were attacking her, I approached carefully. There was no point in getting us both killed, after

all.Through some trees, I could see a man in white robes struggling against a lightly armored

woman who was trying to wrestle her way out from beneath him.“You said I would have more

time!”The man laughed, “Is a week not long enough? Surely you wish to repay me for such a

boon? A wife must keep her husband happy, after all.”I heard the sound of metal crashing

against wood as some of the girl’s armor was stripped off and thrown aside. The entire time

listening to them, I was creeping closer. Slowly. I didn’t want anything to happen to the girl, but I

couldn’t risk detection too early.The man pulled out a dagger, and I heard cutting fabric. It was

time to act.From maybe a dozen yards away, I burst out from behind a tree and charged at the

man’s back. He heard me just in time to rise to his feet, the dagger clutched in one hand.But he

wasn’t able to turn, nor bring the weapon around fast enough. I crashed into his back with my

good shoulder and wrapped my arms around his legs. Lifting him into the air with all my might,

I continued to charge forward before driving his head into the trunk of a tree.I heard a loud

crack, and he laid still.My eyes bulged as adrenaline rushed through me. Huffing and puffing, I

turned to look back at the girl, who was hastily donning her armor. The clothing she wore

beneath it was mostly torn away and I caught sight of a slim stomach and the soft curve of full

breasts before a breastplate constricted them.My mind immediately went back to Sarah. She

was probably the only person from my hometown I was going to miss.I held a hand over my

eyes as I approached, not wanting to make the girl any more uncomfortable than she certainly

was. “Ah, miss. Mind letting me know when you’re decent?”Seconds later, I heard a sweet

voice say, “You’re alright.”When I finally looked upon her fully, my jaw dropped. Long, straight,

blonde hair was collected into a ponytail and fell halfway down her back. The girl’s face was

sweet and warm, not to mention beautiful, despite being marred by tears and a fearful

expression.Her armor was silver and blue. It parted oddly to reveal her stomach, and the plate

mail skirt she wore didn’t even come close to reaching her knees. For protective armor, it was

incredibly sexy. Not that I was complaining, I just didn’t see how much real protection it could

offer.The hilt of a long sword whose blade was as wide as my hand poked over one shoulder

as she settled it into place.“I’m Wyle,” I grinned, “sorry to meet you this way, but I’m glad I was

here. Who was that guy?”As she opened her mouth to speak, she froze with terror. Her eyes

widened and looked over my shoulder.My face flat, I let out a sigh before turning around.Sure

enough, standing furiously in front of me was the colossal asshole I had just speared into a

tree. He took a hit like that got right back up?“Shit.”I was only able to get out one word before a

fist slammed into the side of my head. The floor hit me as if it were on the man’s side, and then

a foot took me in the chest hard enough to send me flying backwards into a tree. And just like

that, I was at roughly half my health.As I coughed and tried rolling to my feet, I wondered, Who

the fuck is this guy? Clearly, he was a high level if could take that much damage and keep



fighting, but I didn’t bother checking his title when I thought he was already dead.And now, it

was too late.The man grabbed me by my shoulder and hauled me to my feet, then kept lifting

until I was pinned against a tree with my feet dangling below. “Who the fuck are you,” he said

through a bit of blood in his mouth.“That’s what I was gonna say. Bitch,” I added, for good

measure. If I was going to die anyway, I might as well get a few insults in.The man growled and

threw a fist into my stomach, and I fell to the ground.“A Farmer?” He mused and pressed one

boot into my chest and started leaning against it. No matter how hard I tried, his leg was like

steel. I may as well have been battering my hands against a tree trunk.I coughed as the weight

became overbearing and saw my health start depleting with increasing speed. He was

crushing my ribcage.Before long, I was at 25% of my health. Then 15%. Then 10%.Then, the

man removed his foot and took a knee by my side. “Big mistake, boy. Maybe you’ll have more

luck in the next life.” He lifted his dagger and slowly moved it toward my left eye. With as little

health as I had left, my strength was drained. I could have had a mountain of stamina, but at

that point nothing could make ruined muscles move.I closed my eyes and cursed my entire

village for sending here, but a few names stood out over the rest. My little brother Cris. Soldier

Jeremy. And of course, Mayor Widick.But then I heard the dagger topple out of the man’s hand

and harmlessly fall to the forest floor.When I opened my eyes again, I saw a long sword

erupting from his chest. It was shoved further, then twisted and wrenched upwards. The man’s

mouth was overflowing with blood as his hands reached for the blade. They weakened, and

then fell to his sides as the life drained from his body.Within seconds, he was dead. Truly dead,

I knew. Within seconds, his body started dissolving away, leaving only clothing, a dagger, and a

small bulge where his heart had been. His soul Core. Above it was a small orb of light. I had no

idea what it was, and little time left to care.The woman standing near his corpse looked more

beautiful than ever with blood splattering her armor, and a fierce look on her face. She spat

before stepping over the man and lowering by my side.“Shit. Shit. I can’t be too late.” She took

my face in her hands and beautiful blue eyes were suddenly inches from my own. Her full lips

looked tempting.If I had been capable of it at the time, I would have laughed. I was about to die,

and there I was checking out the girl trying to save my life!She looked back at the man’s corpse

and did a double take. Her eyes rested on me for a moment. Blood was flowing from a dozen

cuts and at least one of my ribs had broken. I continued losing health while she thought

something over.5%.“Don’t mean to be rude here, but can you hurry it up?” I croaked through

the pain.Nodding, but looking uncertain about it, the girl reached back and thrust her hand into

the sphere of light above the man behind her. “There’s only one thing that could save you

now.”3%.In a moment, the small, ethereal orb appeared in her hands. “There’s no going back

after this, you know. You’ll be one with my town’s castle Core for the rest of your life.”2%.I

nodded as quickly as I could, using all the strength I had left. As my health hit the dreaded 1,

the girl pressed the orb into my chest.And my vision exploded with white.
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John and Theresa Gromadzki, “Pretty good, but MC starts off cringeworthy. Overall, this book

is pretty good. The plot is intriguing for a “dungeon core” style book, since it is a castle

core.The MC starts off as a whiny man child who acts petulant and nearly had me quitting the
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book. He is truly cringeworthy through the first few chapters, and then like a switch was

flipped, he becomes hard working and likable.The harem aspect of the book is pretty simple,

and the MC is using the way the “system” works to his advantage, with plans to have lots of

wives eventually. One of his two harem members went after him primarily to get power, though

he does interest her. The book ends with two and a third all but joining.The book has a few

typos that better editing would help with.I’ll read the next book to see how this progresses.”

Tau Breaker, “A great new adventure. This book is a very fun and compelling read. There's lots

of good sex and the LitRPG elements aren't overbearing and obtrusive.It needs some editing

for spelling errors and the like.The MC was kicked out from his village early on and we only get

the general idea that he is a troublemaker until over half way through. It would have been better

to have a sort of public sentencing to show us why he was exiled and so we could learn why he

acts like that and see him grow throughout the book.Overall it was really good and I'm looking

forward to more.”

Michael Jackson, “great slice of life harem. If you want action a great story and a progressive

character plus harem elements and sexy times then this is the book for you, I often see great

books that fail on being more like real life but this one doesn’t it has a bit of everything from

dungeon diving to world building to relationships with multiple females, I also cannot wait for

book two.”

Gruzenburg, “Lots of laughs. Fun book, but very poorly edited and lots of spelling mistakes.

The MC is well defined and interesting. There is quite a lot of very explicit sex. The mechanics

of classes and levels are clear but lack depth and the book is not very crunchy. I did enjoy the

book though and will definitely buy any sequels”

Gazzmann, “A fun read. I'm loving the characters and story more as I read along. There are

some mistakes here and there but they are just bumps in the road of a good story. Cheers!”

markie1975, “Worth a read. Not to bad, enjoyed the story not very heavy in the game

mechanics, it fits the world.I'd read another book to follow this one for sure.”
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